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How Does Learning Happen? is the foundational pedagogy for early learning and care
programs in Ontario. Based on the four foundations of Belonging, Well-Being, Engagement,
and Expression and with inquiry-based play at its core, the pedagogy offers a clear vision for
all Ontario children and families. 

Our community's Quality Standards (2020) further support the Ontario pedagogy by
presenting a framework for strengthening professional practice and growing potential for
children, families, and educators. Our standards also provide a reference point for quality
improvement. One of the standards highlighted within the Quality Standards (2020) and
included below is: Diversity, Inclusion, and Equity. At no time in our history has this standard
of quality been of more importance for all children, families, educators, and our broader
communities. 

Standard 2
" The program promotes and fosters a rich environment of self-awareness, family pride, and
diverse social identities for all children, families, educators, and our greater community".

The rationale for providing a foundation in the above noted standard, is that early learning
programs/agencies/ organizations have a need AND an obligation to understand that all children,
families, and educators bring with them diverse needs, interests, ethnic backgrounds, languages,
and capabilities. This defined need and obligation presents a tremendous opportunity for our
community for shared learning and professional growth. 

Using a lens of Justice, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion (JEDI) to guide our shared learning, it is the
intention of the Workforce Strategy (WFS) Steering Committee, to provide professional learning
for every educator in our community.  This guide is intended to be used as a resource as we
navigate together new learning, language, and best practice, making our community a place of
true belonging for all.

Introduction
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Sustain the existing workforce to ensure a more stable and high-quality early years and child
care system (mentoring)
Enhance access to opportunities for the workforce that promote retention and recruitment,
including professional development and training (learning)

This goal is a starting point for all children, families, and educators
This goal is a determinant of high quality early childhood education
This goal strengthens social, emotional, and cognitive development in young children
This goal fosters a strong sense of self and group identity
This goal develops and continues to grow tools for success in both school and life

Workforce Strategy Project Planning 

The Workforce Strategy (WFS) Steering Committee began meeting together in November 2021 to
develop both mentoring and community wide professional learning opportunities for educators. The
Ministry of Education provided a directive that funded professional learning including the provision
of 14 hours of professional training for all community educators. 

When asked, community programs and agencies clearly indicated that delivery of professional
learning must not impact families and children.  As a result, system wide closures of programs were
determined not to be a mode of delivery for any professional learning in our community. To guide the
Workforce Strategy Committee, the City of Peterborough  proposed two key principles to further
focus the community's work; Sustain (Mentoring Project) and Enhance (Professional Learning).

Workforce Strategy Leadership Mentoring Project Key Principles

As the Steering Committee began this work, they relied heavily on many resources to help inform
delivery of the professional learning aspect of the WFS project. Several pieces of data were used to
select and inform the targeted area of anti-bias professional learning including:  Children's Services
data/surveys, Investing in Quality data/surveys, the Ontario College of ECE, the NAEYC (National
Association for the Education of Young Children) and the work of Louise Derman-Sparks and Julie
Olsen Edwards; Anti-Bias Education for Young Children and Ourselves. In fact, the four goals of our
community-based anti-bias professional learning are taken directly from this specific resource.

 
 

4 Goals of Justice, Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion (JEDI) Professional Learning
Anti-Bias Education for Young Children & Ourselves  

Louise Derman-Sparks & Julie Olsen Edwards

1. Each child, family, and educator will demonstrate self-awareness, confidence, family pride, and
positive social identities.
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This goal supports learning about the ways in which we are the same 
This goal supports learning about the ways in which we are different
This goal builds a sense of belonging through education & learning
This goal builds a sense of community and neighborhood

2. Each child, family, and educator will express comfort and joy with human diversity; accurate
language for human differences; and a deep, caring human connection.
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This goal supports identifying hurtful, stereotypical and inaccurate messages
This goal supports identifying hurtful, stereotypical and inaccurate actions
This goal develops the skill to think critically, strengthening a sense of self
This goal supports building capacity to form caring relationships with others

This goal builds knowledge and capacity to respond when a bias act happens to the individual child,
family, or educator
This goal builds knowledge and capacity to respond when unfair situations occur within a specific
program/ agency/ organization
This goal builds knowledge and capacity to respond when an unfair situation occurs in our 
 community

 3. Each child, family, and educator will increasingly recognize unfairness, have language to describe
unfairness, and understand that unfairness hurts.

 
4. Each child, family, and educator will demonstrate empowerment and the skills to act, with others

or alone, against prejudice and/ or discriminatory actions



programs provide evidence that policies and practices support all children, families, and educators
fostering feelings of value, respect, and acceptance
programs provide evidence of active participation in community early learning initiatives that
promote justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion
programs provide evidence that opportunities are provided for educators to self-reflect and explore
personally held beliefs and biases using a lens of justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion

 Why this professional development/learning for our community now?

As a community, we collectively developed the Standards of Quality in 2020. These standards are
intended to build capacity across the early years system while providing an opportunity for programs to
measure quality improvements over time. As we continue to build capacity and improve quality with a
lens on justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion (JEDI)  we know one thing for sure. 
This crucial work must start with the individual educator. 

As educators, we all carry biases formed through time and rooted in white privilege and colonization.
Using the tools of reflection and education, we must come together as a community aided by the use of
common language, shared knowledge and understanding to address systemic biases and prejudices
both known and unknown. Only then, will we truly be building capacity and influencing quality
improvements for all children, families, and educators in our programs and broader community.

 
The Quality Standards of 2020 clearly outline the following statements which we will use as a compass

to guide our justice, equity, diversity and inclusion work together.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Key indicators of Justice, Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion reflecting best practice are:

 A Vision for Children and Families / Justice, Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion
(Quality Standards 2020)
Programs that consistently demonstrate the core beliefs of being capable, competent and full of
potential are programs where all people are proud to be themselves and where families are celebrated
and supported inclusively.

A Vision for the Early Years Community / Justice, Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion
(Quality Standards 2020)
A community that values and respects all children, families, and educators is a community where all
voices are strong, powerful, and valued. This rich view of citizenship serves as the building blocks to
shape a welcoming community focused on justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion for all.
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Cultural
Awareness
Reconciliation
Education 

How will Justice, Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion (JEDI) professional learning be delivered in our
community?
JEDI  professional learning requires each individual educator, and then more broadly our community to
move to action using commonly held knowledge, understanding, and language.  Recognizing the need to
partner with a highly respected community partner, we have reached out to  Niijkiwendidaa
Anishnaabekwewag Services Circle to support our JEDI professional learning journey.

What framework will support JEDI professional learning in our community?  Niijkiwendidaa
Anishnaabekwewag Services Circle will provide professionally facilitated educator learning using the four
quadrants of the Medicine Wheel and the four foundations of How Does Learning Happen? 

 
Spiritual                                                        Well-Being
Emotional                                                     Belonging
Physical                                                        Expression
Mental                                                          Engagement

 
Each training will be delivered through four key core components: 

These components are also know as C.A.R.E.

 The C.A.R.E. Learning Series of workshops is designed to promote awareness and better
understanding of Indigenous people and their history while embedding anti-oppressive and anti-
colonial practices. Workshops are interactive, experiential and sector relevant; focusing on ways to
engage in positive relationships and respectful communication on how to build more inclusive
organizational culture and communities.
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Who will be included in the Workforce Strategy JEDI Professional Learning?
Space has been created for all educators in our community to be included in JEDI professional learning. It is
expected that every attempt will be made by both educators and programs to support attendance. The
intention is that by offering multiple times for workshop delivery for each session of C.A.R.E. training,
programs will schedule each staff time to participate, taking into account the individual educator and their
program as a whole.  For reference, the definition of educator is included below:

" An educator refers to all individuals who work in an early learning program including nutrition staff,
licensed home childcare providers, enhanced supply, non ECE educators, RECEs, Supervisors, Program

Managers, and Administrative Staff." (Quality Standards 2020)
 

How will JEDI Professional Learning be provided in our community?
Each component of C.A.R.E. professional learning will be provided in blocked dates of time (see included
calendar). All professional learning will take place virtually for educators in our community (with the
exception of JEDI Advocates).  Each workshop will be offered several times to allow each staff to attend
each of the four C.A.R.E. trainings.  For example the same learning will be offered in a morning session OR
an evening session. Each educator will attend ONE session during each block of C.A.R.E. professional
learning. For educators unable to attend any specific day of virtual  professional learning, recordings of each  
learning opportunity will be posted to the Investing in Quality website to support after event professional
learning.

How will we staff our community with educators during the JEDI Professional Learning?
As we all know staffing is a HUGE issue on the best of days currently. To support attendance and meet both
program and educator needs; the Workforce Strategy project will be reimbursing programs for each
educator to a maximum of three hours per training (there are four trainings). This reimbursement will be
based on our community's average hourly rate of pay including WEG. Total number of hours payable is
twelve hours for any educator who is not a JEDI.

This model of cost recovery will give programs the ability to decide for themselves, how they want to
approach educator attendance of community professional learning on an educator to educator basis, site to
site basis, or as an entire program. Site Cost Recovery Forms will be completed in late September
inclusive of all educators and all four professional learning sessions. Monies will be paid out by Five
Counties Children's Centre in October.
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When will JEDI professional learning begin and take place in our community? 
JEDI professional learning will take place over a two year period formally with the expectation that justice,
equity, diversity, and inclusion will remain a core central touchstone for all of our  professional and personal
exploration, learning, and thinking in the future. Please find the details of our shared journey below.

2022: We begin our journey together as a community in October 2022. Each month (October 2022 through
March 2023), facilitated training will be offered through various modes of delivery to support individual
educators, programs, agencies, and organizations. 
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Each program site will be asked to designate a JEDI Advocate.
Programs will want to consider how they will come together as educator teams to discuss, explore,
and think more deeply about how justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion are alive and "living" in their
best practices.

 Genuine interest in anti-bias early learning service delivery
 Sensitivity 
 Respect
 Empathy 
 Flexibility and openness 
 Commitment 
 Confidentiality 

2023: Our journey will reach a lookout point in October of 2023, when we will gather together to experience a
day of Indigenous led land-based learning. Once again, we will be engaging with our Indigenous community
partners to offer this incredible opportunity.  Details will be provided for this learning opportunity in the
summer of 2023.

What role will programs play in the delivery of JEDI Professional Learning?
Programs will be the rich fertile ground that the seeds of justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion are first
planted in. To support this growth, we will need an engaged advocate in each program site to help tend to the
fragile seeds of justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion. Moving forward these advocates will be know as "JEDI"
Advocates and their role is crucial to building capacity throughout our community. 

What is a JEDI Advocate?
A JEDI Advocate is an educator in each program site that agrees to help build capacity together with Investing
In Quality using the lens of justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion. In many ways they will be the site champion
who will remain steady and strong both supporting and challenging their team to look at site practices through
a new developing and evolving lens. Our intention is that JEDI Advocates will be the agents of change to move
our community closer to a shared understanding of best practice, further developing anti-bias service delivery
in the early years.

Who can be a "JEDI" Educator Advocate?
Anyone! That's the most incredible part of this role. In thinking about this important role it is crucial that each
educator consider this opportunity as a journey of self reflection, skill development, and courageous
conversations. This work will not be easy and will require a brave heart, open-mind, and willing hands. 
There are several qualities a JEDI might posses. These qualities include (but are not limited to): 

While no JEDI will possess all of the characteristics and qualities listed above, effective JEDIs have many of
them and know the appropriate time to use them. 

What is expected from me as a JEDI Advocate?
1. Eagerness to learn: JEDIs must have a willingness to learn both about themselves, others, and the broader
community. Learning is an act of joy however self-discovery takes a brave heart willing to lean into the areas
of yourself and others that might not always feel so comfortable.

2. A willingness and ability to self-evaluate: JEDIs need to be able to assess their own biases and prejudices
objectively and evaluate potential opportunities for personal and professional growth and development. 
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 Keeping confidences shared within the "alliance"
 Refraining from criticizing other JEDI advocates/ programs/ agencies/ or organizations who are on  

 Respecting boundaries and embracing uniqueness
 Admitting micro-aggressions and biases, with a willingness to learn, and evolve humbly

3. Time: JEDIs must recognize that this journey will take time. Time to read, time to think, and time to
self-reflect. Time is a valuable commodity!    JEDI Advocates will not only take part in all blocked
professional learning, they will also have the opportunity to participate in JEDI training and Communities
of Practice specific to supporting  their "new" JEDI role.  The JEDI Advocate will be compensated for an
additional 10 hours to participate in a Community of Practice with representatives from other programs.

4. Commitment: JEDIs must be committed to building justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion capacity
within their program/agency/organizational site both through the development of short and/or long-
term JEDI goals built into QEPs (Quality Enhancement Plans).

5. Trust: Trust is crucial to building capacity for anti-bias work in our community; JEDI Advocate actions
that might be observed as building trust are: 

         their "own" journey and understanding as it might look different

6. Active Listening: Active listening is an important skill for both JEDIs and the team they are working
with. When JEDIs listen well, they demonstrate to their co-educators that they are interested and
understand what they are saying without fear of judgement and/or or ridicule.

JEDIs in our community will be seen as ..

 1. Role Models: JEDIs will display best practice through actions, words, habits, approaches, styles and
skills that serve as an example for other educators . 

2. Sounding boards: JEDIs must be good listeners. They need to foster confidence and trust with their
co-educators. JEDIs must provide opportunities for other educators to articulate, think, self-reflect, and
develop ideas without fear of pre-judgement, criticism or ridicule. 

 3. Guides: JEDIs may offer guidance but must create space for self-discovery rather than providing
direct answers. 

4. Skills developers: JEDIs will assume a mentoring or coaching role supporting self-reflection, capacity
built skill sets, and nurturing other educators as they further develop their JEDI lens. 

5. Advocate and champions: JEDIs actively and wisely foster support for educators across the
organization, influencing and promoting best practice through a justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion
lens.
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Self-Evaluation 
How Do You Respond?

Scenario 1

You overhear a white toddler saying “your skin is dirty” to a Black classmate. You discuss it with your co-
educator (who also happens to be Black) and together decide it would be worth bringing it to the
attention of their family in order to work together to support the child in their learning about differences.

You chat with the family during pick-up time and the family is offended that you would insinuate their
child is racist. You assure them that you are not coming from a place of judgement, but rather you want
to partner with them to find ways to introduce the topic to all of the children so they can learn together.
The family seems dissatisfied with this answer and leaves, obviously upset.

During the next week, how do you respond?
-To the child
-To your co-educator who has been hurt by the family’s response
-To the family

What changes would you put in place moving forward in your practice with children, their families, and
your colleagues at your program?

Scenario 2

You have just started working in a team and a co-educator is welcoming the children in the morning by
saying, “good morning boys and girls” and addressing the girls with comments like, “Your dress is so
beautiful!” and comments to the boys like, “Your shoes must make you so fast!” and “Why don’t we go
play with the blocks?”

How do you respond to your co-lead? What approach might you take in challenging these gender
assumptions? What questions might you think together about as you begin to shift practice?

Scenario 3

A school age boy leaves your program wearing a pony tail after a day of dress up with all of the children.
You receive a call from a parent who is furious to hear their son has been playing dress-up and came
home wearing a pony tail. What do you say to the parent?

  WFS PROESSIONAL LEARNING GUIDE 
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JEDI Resources 

Books

Anti-Bias Curriculum for Young Children and Ourselves - Louise Derman-Sparks,
Julie Olsen Edwards, Catherine M. Goins

Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge, and the
Teachings of Plants - Robin Wall Kimmerer

Breaking the Ocean- Annahid Dashtgard

deep diversity: A compassionate scientific approach to achieving racial justice –
Sjakil Choudhury

Five Little Indians – Michelle Good

Seven Sacred Teachings: Niizhwaaswi Gagiikwewin – David Bouchard

21 Things to Know about the Indian Act – Bob Joseph

Podcasts

Soundwaves of Belonging - Annahid Dashtgard

The Five Moore Minutes Podcast – Shelley Moore

Ted talk – Get Comfortable with Being Uncomfortable – Luvvie Ajayi Jones
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https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/49921.Robin_Wall_Kimmerer
https://www.amazon.ca/David-Bouchard/e/B0B5HRF789/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
https://annahiddashtgard.com/podcast/
https://fivemooreminutes.podbean.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QijH4UAqGD8


JEDI Resources 

Websites

Cambium Indigenous Professional Services - Indigenousaware.com 

College of Early Childhood Education – college-ece.ca

Community Race Relations Committee of Peterborough –
racerelationspeterborough.org

Curve Lake First Nation – curvelakefirstnation.ca

Hiawatha First Nation - hiawathafirstnation.com

Métis Nation of Ontario - metisnation.org

National Association for the Education of Young Children - naeyc.org

Niikjwendidaa Anishnaabekwewag Services Circle – niijki.com

Films

Reflecting on Anti-bias Education in Action: The Early Years
A Film by Debbie LeeKeenan • John Nimmo • Filiz Efe McKinney
https://www.antibiasleadersece.com/the-film-reflecting-on-anti-bias-education-in-action/
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JEDI Resources  QR Codes
 

Anti bias Curriculum for
young Children and

Ourselves
 
 

NAEYC

Métis Nation of
Ontario

Hiawatha First Nation Curve Lake First Nation

Community Race Relations
Committee of Peterborough 

Ted talk - Get
Comfortable with

being
Uncomfortable

The Five Moore Minutes
Podcast

Podcast: Sound Waves
of Belonging

Cambium Indigenous
Professional Services

 Niikjwendidaa
Anishnaabekwewag Services

Circle



A place for your notes
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A place for your notes
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A place for your notes
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WFS Professional Learning Supports & Contacts

Should you have any questions, concerns or ah-ha moments you'd like to share with us,
we are always available. Never hesitate to reach out.

Lynn Bonsall                                                                                Shannon Cattoni
Quality Coordinator                                                                   Program Manager
WFS Mentoring Project                                                             WFS Mentoring Project
lbonsall@fivecounties.on.ca                                                    scattoni@fivecounties.on.ca
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